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Event Regulations for Plymouth Motor Clubs  
 

Valentine Rally Friday 11th February 2022. 
Permit Number: TBA 

 

Entries are now to be made via the online entry system found on the Plymouth Motor Club                      
Website. 
Your entry will only be classed as accepted once you have filled out the entry form fully and paid the 
entry fee, no on the night entries will be accepted 
 
Entries are open to Paid up members of Plymouth Motor Club, Torbay Motor Club, Camel Vale Motor Club, 
Exmouth Motor Club, North Devon Motor Club or South Hams Motor Club.  
 
Club membership cards, and Motorsport UK RS Clubman licences MUST be presented to the 12 Car Coordinator 
before starting the event. 
 
1. Competitor’s vehicles must comply with latest Motorsport UK Bluebook sections: 

R18.1 to R18.1.9 inclusive, R18.1.5 to R18.1.9, and R18.5 to R18.6.6 inclusive. 
 

2. The entry fee for the Event will be £17.00 per car, (1 Driver + 1 Navigator). The co-ordinator 

reserves the right to increase this fee at any time should this become necessary.  
 
Close of entries for each event will be Wednesday 9th February 2022. No late entries will be considered.   
 
There will be a minimum entry of 5 cars for each event and a maximum of 12 cars. If the minimum number has not 
been confirmed by 9.00pm on the Wednesday preceding the event, the event may be cancelled.  
 
3. The first 12 completed Online Entry Forms plus Fees received by the Series co-ordinator via the online entry 

system before the close of entries will run in an event.  
 
Crews who have sent in an entry must ring, confirm on Facebook event page, text, or WhatsApp Simon Heywood 
the co-ordinator 07891161441 to confirm their entry by 9.00pm on the Wednesday prior to the event, please 
only call or test between the hours of 9am to 9pm. A crew who does not confirm and subsequently turns up for 
an event will not be able to enter.  
 
Entries withdrawn before close of entries will be refunded in full. An entry withdrawn after close of entries will be 
refunded 50% of the Entry Fee. However, if more than 12 entries are received, those not amongst the first 12, will 
be classed as reserves.  
 

4. Competitive mileage on each event will be between 40 and 65 miles. Each event will contain at least a 
combination of three different types of navigation taken from the standard guide as published with these 
Regulations. No information other than Give Ways, Black Spots and Quiet Zones will be issued until the crews leave 
the start venue. Crews will be started at intervals of one minute in the order given by the co-ordinator. All Experts 
will start before Novices. 

 

5. Time of Day penalties will be applied in accordance with the 2022 Motorsport UK Regulation R (Chart 13) 
and the additions as printed in the Series Regulations. Please read these so you are aware of the penalties!  
Maximum lateness on each event will be 20 minutes. 

 
6. Timing on the events will be by BT/BBC. Time of Day penalties will be applied in accordance with the 
Motorsport UK Regulation R (Chart13) except as printed in these Regulations. The “Three-quarter time” Rule 
cannot be used.  
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7. In the event of an accident or if the route has been blocked by someone other than event officials and more 
than one crew stops to give assistance or have been delayed, then those crews who stopped to give assistance or 
were affected by the blockage and lose time as a result, will be deemed to have cleaned that section or the section 
will be disregarded for all competitors by the co-ordinator. The co-ordinator’s decision is final as to this rule being 
invoked and no complaints/protests will be permitted.  

 
8. All penalties will be judged by a Judge of Fact, and their name and designated responsibility, will be 
displayed at the start of the event and all competitors will be required to sign this at MTC1  

 
9. Where 2 or more competitors tie for a position in the results of an event, the competitor who has completed 
the greatest distance of the event from the start without penalty shall be the winner (Cleanest-furthest!). If a tie still 
exists, it will be deemed a tie.  

 
10. After the Event, the crew finishing in second place overall will be required to write a report for the Plymouth 
Motor Club magazine “Spotlamp” which must be passed to the editor by the 14th of the following month.  
 
Failure to provide an article to the editor by the requested date will result in 50% of their event points being 
deducted.   
 

11. A Control area will be deemed as 50 metre around the marshal’s control point (where they stand). If an 
adjacent road comes within this area, and a competitor is seen by the marshal on this road, the marshal will apply 
the penalty of a wrong approach/visiting a control area twice dependant on their control status. 

 
12. “On the night insurance” will be available from the via the online entry form for each event. (Please see 
Appendix 1 of these regulations for Details.)  

 
13. The above event regulations may be changed at any time by the co-ordinator Simon Heywood without 
consultation due to the fluidity of the current covid situation. 

 
14. Classes 

Classes for the event will be as follows – 1) Mixed 2) Dressed up mixed 3) Beginners 4) Also Ran as defined below:- 
Mixed - Any mixed male and female crew, where if any of the competitors drive or Navigate in either 12 cars or 
national rally events, must swap seats. i.e.: driver must navigate and vice versa, otherwise a two minute penalty per 
each timed section will be incurred. 
 
Dressed up mixed - Any all male or all female crews who dress up (fancy dress/wigs must be worn for the duration of 
the rally) to form a mixed crew and also comply with the above driver/navigator rule, otherwise they will also incur the 
same penalty. 
 
Beginners - Any crew whose navigator has not competed in more than 2 x 12 Car Navigational Rallies from any of 
the invited competing clubs. 
 
Also ran (Non mixed) - Any competitor who does not qualify in the above. 

  (Preference will be given, 1st to Mixed & or Beginners, 2nd to ‘Dressed up Mixed’ and then ‘Also Ran’) 

Points will be gained as follows for the ‘Mercury Trophy’. Only ‘Mixed Crews’ & ‘Beginners’ may win an award and will 
gain points. An award for 1st “Dressed up” may be given if there are a minimum of 2 crews in their class. There will be 
no Award for the ‘Also Ran’ class. To be classed as a finisher, a crew must visit 50% of the Time Controls, including 
all Main Time Controls. 

 
15.  VALENTINE/BEGINNERS 12 CAR NAVIGATIONAL RALLY AWARDS 
 

1st Driver & Navigator - Valentine* or Beginners* - the named trophy for the event* & 2 replicas 
1st Lady Driver or Navigator - an award, subject to 3 ladies starting in the mixed class 
1st Dressed up crew - an award each, subject to 2 crews starting in the ‘Dressed up’ class. 

The awards will be presented at the annual ‘Awards Presentation Evening’. Awards marked with * are a perpetual trophy and 

will remain the property of the PMC and must be returned when requested in a presentable state. 
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PENALTIES 

 
 As per 2022 MOTORSPORT UK Regulation R (Chart) R11.6 to R11.6.3 (Penalties) but subject to additions: 
 
 (a) Not reporting or reporting OTL at a Main Time Control   Retired 
 (b) Not reporting or reporting OTL at any other Time Control  30 minutes 
 (c)  Not complying with route card, including visiting a Time Control 
  more than once including wrong approach/departure from a 
  time control        15 minutes per offence 
 (d) Not reporting at a Passage Control, secret check or providing  
  proof of visiting a Route Check including wrong  
  approach / departure from a passage control    5 minutes per offence 

 (e) Arrival before scheduled time at the End of a Standard section 2 minutes per minute 
 (f) Arrival after due time at the end of a Standard section  1 minute per minute 
 (g) Arrival before due time at the end of a Neutral section  30 minutes 
 (k) Breach of any statutory requirement concerning the use  
   of a motor vehicle, e.g. aux lights    1st offence 30 minutes 
        2nd offence Exclusion 
  (m) Excessive speed or driving likely to bring motor sport 
   into disrepute       Exclusion 
 (n) Excessive sound       Exclusion  
 (o) Receiving assistance contrary to 7.2.4    Exclusion 
 (p) Breach of 7.2.3, 18.6.4, 116 (Intercom & GPS)   Exclusion 
 (q) Breach of 5.4, 15.1.2, 15.1.4, 9.1.3, 9.1.4, 9.1.5, 9.1.6   Exclusion 
 (r) Failure to follow officials’ instructions,  1st offence 30 minutes 
        2ndoffence Exclusion 
 (s) Further breach of (k)       Exclusion 
 (t) Breaches of Regulations detailed in Section C   Exclusion 
 In addition:- 
 (aa) Early departure from a TC      10 minutes per minute 
 (bb) Entering a Black-spot/Sensitive area    Exclusion 
 (cc) Premature opening of sealed route information   30 minutes per offence 
 (dd) Failure to visit two thirds of all controls and checks (15.1)   Retired                                                                                 

NB At any time control, (CONTROL STATUS see Appendix 2) you are deemed to have arrived at a control only upon 

production of your timecard and asking for a time. 
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APPENDIX 1:   On The Night Insurance. 

 
The Organisers have applied to Bluefin Sport for a Blanket Cover Note under the above scheme. This will provide 
competitors who need to use the scheme with the Third Party Cover necessary to meet RTA requirements on the 
Road Sections of the event. 
 
The basic rate for the event before any loadings will be advised on each event.  
 
All applicants wishing to use the scheme must be able to comply with all points of the Bluefin Sport Insurance 
Partnership’s Declaration: - 
 
- I do not have the Third Party Road Section extension on my current Motor Insurance. 
- I am aged 19 or over. 
- My vehicle is MOT’d, Taxed and Insured for the road 
- I have had no more than 1 fault claim in the last three years 
- I have no more than maximum of 6 conviction points on my UK driving licence 
- I have the appropriate competition/club membership licence as well as a UK/EU driving license and if my license is 

provisional I will be supervised by an adult over 25. 
- I have no physical or mental disabilities 
- I have no other material facts to disclose 
- Anyone aged less than 19 years old will also be accepted at the same price should their co-driver be a more senior 

member of their family or over 25. 
 
If you comply with all points above, no Letter of Acceptance will be required. If unable to comply with any of the 
above points you will be required to complete the Declaration form (the form can be obtained by contacting the event 
secretary or Marsh Commercial which should be forwarded either to the organisers or direct to Bluefin Sport prior to 
the event to allow sufficient time for a letter of acceptance to be issued.  
 
Marsh Limited 
1 Whitehall Quay 
Leeds 
LS1 4HR 
United Kingdom 

 
Tel + 44 (0) 1482 388 637 
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APPENDIX 2: CONTROL STATUS / DEFINITIONS. 

 
RC Route Check R11.3 to R11.3.3 inclusive: An unmanned check to prove a Competitor’s adherence to the correct route. 

Proof of passage will entail the Competitor recording the symbols from a Code Board that must be placed facing 
oncoming Rally Cars.  The Code Board will not be less than 315 sq cm and will show not more than five black numbers 
or letters (or a combination of both up to a maximum of seven) and be the right way up on a contrasting background. 
The size of the letters and numbers will be not less than 7.63 cm with a minimum of 1.27 cm stroke width. 

 
PC Passage Control R11.4 to R11.4.2 inclusive: A manned control established to prove a Competitor’s adherence to the 

correct route. It cannot be located less than 500metres from any other manned control. The only requirement for a 
Competitor is to have the Marshal’s signature or stamp recorded. 

 
SC Secret Check A manned control established to prove a Competitor’s adherence to the correct route. The 

Organisers/Coordinator may establish Secret Checks at any point on the route. These checks will be manned by a Judge 
of Fact, and may use any form to identify the competitor, where the competitor maybe required or not, to stop and 
gain a signature. 

 
TC Time Control R11.5 to R11.5.3 inclusive: A manned control established to record the time of a Competitor who must 

come to a stop for the purpose. It can additionally record the direction of approach and departure of the Competitor. 
The only other information permitted to be recorded by the Marshal is the authentication of the records held by the 
Competitor. These records to be valid must be signed by the Marshal with the Competitor not being required to make 
any entry on the Time Card. 

 
MTC Organisers may designate certain Time Controls (R11.5, to R11.5.3 inclusive): such as Start Controls, Restart Controls, as 

Main Time Controls (MTC’s). Competitors failing to visit, or reporting outside their maximum lateness at MTCs will be 
considered to have retired. Early or late arrival or departure will be penalised in accordance with R13(e) or (f). 

 
NTC Non-competitive Time Control A manned control established to record the time of a Competitor who must come to a 

stop for the purpose. It can additionally record the direction of approach and departure of the Competitor.  The section 
preceding the NTC is classed as a Neutral and must be treated as a quiet. It must be completed by competitors without 
the use of any auxiliary lighting, except as permitted by law in condition of poor visibility (R10.3.1) An NTC is a re-joining 
point where competitors may re-join the rally after getting lost/breaking down (R16.1.6)   Competitors are not 
permitted to make up time on the public road in a neutral section (R10.3.2b) 

 
LRTC Lateness-Recovery Time Control. Organisers may designate certain Time Controls as lateness recovery time controls 

LRTC’s An LRTC allows competitors to recover a maximum of 10 minutes per event. 
 

QUIET All Quiets are to be traversed in as high a gear as possible, observing the speed limit in force for that section of road. 
Any competitor seen to be not observing this will be excluded. Use of Auxiliary lights in these areas will also incur a 
penalty13 (k) 

 
CRO Coloured Roads Only – Green/Red (A roads) Brown (B Roads) and Yellow coloured roads to be used. All roads that start 

coloured Yellow but either lead into a “No Through Road” or lead into a lesser graded road (White) will always be 
shown on route information. 

 
WHITE Roads that are not coloured on the Map, these may only be used if they are passable by a standard road going car and 
 Subject to the co-ordinators agreement 
 
NAM Not As Map – A junction or road section that is not as printed on the map, but as on the road. 
 
GW  Give Way. Vehicle must be stationary, we recommend the driver repeats to himself ……Stop , 2 , 3 , Go , to avoid any 

issues 
 
 


